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Outdoor Passive Subwoofer

ATRIUM SUB100™



With its 10" downward-firing long-throw dual voice coil driver, this 
heavy-duty all-weather outdoor subwoofer delivers deep bass to 
any outdoor space.  

Features
· Weatherproof design (IPX66) naturally blends in with your 
 outdoor setting — even use it as a plant stand or pedestal table 
 
· 10" downward-firing long-throw dual voice coil driver for more  
 core-pounding bass impact

· Sealed enclosure withstands seasonal elements 
 
· Includes aluminum grille to protect the woofer against the elements 
 
· Paintable enclosure — easily match your landscape design

· Includes waterproof IP66 rated junction box — easily connects  
 other outdoor speakers (approved for in-ground use)

· Acoustically matched with Atrium SAT300 satellite speakers

· Amplifiers and speaker wire sold separately.
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Specifications

Colors Terracotta and Gray / paintable

Included in Box (1) Atrium SUB100 subwoofer 
(1) Weatherproof (IPX68) aluminum grille 
(1) Junction box 
(4) Wire nuts 
(1) Owner's Manual

Customer Downloads Available Owner's Manual

SAP Terracotta: ATRIUM100SUBTE 

Gray: ATRIUM100SUBGY

EAN Terracotta: 0747192129293 

Gray: 0747192129781 

Warranty 5 Years Cabinet / 5 Years Driver

Dimensions 428 x 279 x 428 mm

Polk ATRIUM SUB100™

TECHNOLOGY
ICONS

Improves Sound Quality by 
Minimizing Resonance

Advanced analysis of a speaker’s entire 
electroacoustic and mechanical system that 
helps in the selection better materials and 

more efficient geometry to build more 
realistic-sounding loudspeakers.

Captures Cabinet Energy to Enhance Bass

Enhances overall bass impact and output from 
the speaker’s active drivers while minimizing 

distortion—perfect for limited-sized enclosures 
and floor standing, full-range systems with built 

in powered subwoofers.

Widens Surround Sound Sweet Spot

Sets speakers out of phase to create a more 
wide-spread surround sound environment 
when the speakers are placed behind you.

Enhances Surround Sound Image

Sets speakers in phase to create a more 
immersive surround image when the 

speakers are placed behind you.

Broadens Soundstage for Smaller Speakers

Produces a wide, enveloping soundstage that’s 
tuned specifically for minimum cabinet size.

Improves Speaker Grille’s Sonic Transparency

Removes inconsistent edges and surfaces 
typically found in lower quality speaker grilles 

to enhance sonic coloration and 
the overall soundstage.

Wire-Free Transmission to Rear Surrounds

Connect other wireless speakers to
your sound bar as rear surrounds and enjoy 

true 5.1 wireless surround sound without 
running unsightly speaker wire in your 

home theater setup.

Patented Crossover Technology 
Creates a Wider Sweet Spot

Removes unwanted interference in 
the speaker array for a seamless, lifelike 

soundstage no matter where you're 
sitting in the room.

Renders Surround Sound from One Location

Patented technology cancels out all 
destructive cross channel interference within 

the speaker to maintain an expansive 
soundstage and wide stereo image, while 
enhancing the overall three-dimensional 

sound experience.

Patented Port Geometry Increases 
Bass Without Distortion

Dramatically reduces port air turbulence for 
greater bass impact and lower distortion 

with less amplifier power.

Controls Dialogue Volume Levels
Isolate and adjust the voice channel level to 
reproduce clear, crisp dialogue and never 
miss a single word of your favorite movie, 

TV show or sporting event with this 
patented technology.
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